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ADS EHC 6OB
Newcastle, Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of, 1624?-1674.
Observations upon experimental philosophy / Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle ; edited by Eileen O'Neill.

AHE L Lak
Lakoff, George.
Philosophy in the flesh : the embodied mind and its challenge to Western thought / George Lakoff and Mark Johnson.

AZO 2HW Jar
Observing the world through images : diagrams and figures in the early-modern arts and sciences / edited by Nicholas Jardine and Isla Fay.

DS Ahr
Ahrens, C. Donald,
Meteorology today : an introduction to weather, climate, and the environment / C. Donald Ahrens (Emeritus, Modesto Junior College), Robert Henson (University Corporation for Atmospheric Research).
Eleventh edition.

DUK AHZ TAO Q Roe

DUK AU Gra
Graham, Stephen, 1965-
Vertical : the city from satellites to bunkers / Stephen Graham.

DZA S Fre
Frenzel, Fabian, 1975-
Slumming it : the tourist valorization of urban poverty / Fabian Frenzel.

HGE Str
Stringer, Chris, 1947-
Complete world of human evolution / Chris Stringer, Peter Andrews.
Revised edition.

HGN L Mel
Mellars, Paul,
Neanderthal legacy : an archaeological perspective from Western Europe / Paul A. Mellars.
LVB 24 Fel
Cambridge companion to the Roman historians / edited by Andrew Feldherr.

LWR DE Bru
Brubaker, Leslie,
Byzantium in the iconoclast era, c. 680-850 : a history / Leslie Brubaker and John Haldon.

LZR CH Ber
Berend, T. Iván (Tibor Iván), 1930-
Economic history of nineteenth-century Europe : diversity and industrialization / Ivan T. Berend.

MDO DQC E Gin
Ginzburg, Carlo,
Night battles : witchcraft and agrarian cults in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries / Carlo Ginzburg ; with a new preface ; translated by John and Anne C. Tedeschi.

MEC Chu
Church, Clive H.
Concise history of Switzerland / Clive H. Church, Randolph C. Head.

MGW CJ Mit
Unfähigkeit zu trauern : Grundlagen kollektiven Verhaltens / Alexander und Margarete Mitscherlich.
25 Aufl.

MGW DF Mit
Doctors of infamy : the story of the Nazi medical crimes / by Alexander Mitscherlich and Fred Mielke ; translated by Heinz Norden ; with statements by three American authorities identified with the Nuremberg Medical Trial, Andrew C. Ivy, Telford Taylor, L

MMC Clo
Clogg, Richard, 1939-
Concise history of Greece / Richard Clogg.
Third edition.

MUS DZ Rea
Read, Christopher, 1946-
War and revolution in Russia, 1914-22 : the collapse of Tsarism and the establishment of Soviet power / Christopher Read.

NUD DJ Woo
Woods, Robert.
NVD HB5 War
Ward, Chris, 1948-
Living on the Western Front : annals and stories, 1914-1919 / Chris Ward.

OPP DG Mid
Middlekauff, Robert,

OWN PEB N Ker
Kern, Martin.

OWN PJ Loe
Loewe, Michael,
Bing : from farmer's son to magistrate in Han China / Michael Loewe.

OWR DM Pea

POV GE X A 13
Erasmus, Desiderius, -1536.
Correspondence of Erasmus. Letters 1802 to 1925, March - December 1527 / translated by Charles Fantazzi, annotated by James K. Farge.

POV GE X A 15
Erasmus, Desiderius, -1536.

POV GE X A 16
Erasmus, Desiderius, -1536,
Correspondence of Erasmus. Letters 2204 to 2356, August 1529-July 1530 / translated by Alexander Dalzell ; annotated by James M. Estes.

POV GE X A 17
Erasmus, Desiderius, -1536,
Correspondence of Erasmus. Letters 2357 to 2471, August 1530-March 1531 / translated by Charles Fantazzi ; annotated by James M. Estes.

POV GE X A 7
Erasmus, Desiderius, -1536.
Correspondence of Erasmus. Letters 993 to 1121, 1519 to 1520 / translated by R.A.B. Mynors ; annotated by Peter G. Bietenholz.
POV GE X A 9
Erasmus, Desiderius. -1536.
Correspondence of Erasmus. Letters 1252 to 1355, 1522 to 1523 / translated by R.A.B. Mynors ; annotated by James M. Estes.
ISBN: 9780802026040

QGV WXW Gar
Garthwaite, Kayleigh,
Hunger pains : life inside foodbank Britain / Kayleigh Garthwaite ; foreword by Jack Monroe ; afterword by Linda Tirado.
ISBN: 9781447329114

QHJ X Mad
Madden, David J., 1975-
In defense of housing : the politics of crisis / David Madden, Peter Marcuse.
ISBN: 9781784783549

QJK HJR M 28Y Woo
ISBN: 9781138849419 (paperback)

RQB AAD OWR Jon
Jones, Reece,
Violent borders : refugees and the right to move / Reece Jones.
ISBN: 9781784784713

RTY QA Sca
Scahill, Jeremy,
Assassination complex : inside the government's secret drone warfare program / by Jeremy Scahill and the staff of The Intercept.
ISBN: 9781501144134

T 6SE Sto
Stock, James H.,
Introduction to econometrics / James H. Stock (Harvard University), Mark W. Watson (Princeton University).
Boston, MA : Pearson Education Limited, [2015]
ISBN: 9781292071312

T 8TS Man
Mankiw, N. Gregory,
Macroeconomics / N. Gregory Mankiw, Harvard University.
Ninth edition.

TGL Lit
Litterman, Robert B.
ISBN: 9780471124108
TUR LSL Ohr
Ohrvall, David.
Crack the case system : complete case interview prep / David Ohrvall.

U 3G 27 Lip
Lipking, Lawrence, 1934-
Ordering of the arts in eighteenth-century England / Lawrence Lipking.

UCD NGS 23X N Mat
Sources of surrealism : art in context / edited and with introsuctions by Neil Matheson.

UCE NFW XNAS 26QV Cha
Paul Nash / edited by Emma Chambers.

UEH B Squ
Squire, Michael,
Art of the body : antiquity and its legacy / Michael Squire.

UFJ Pan
Colour : the art & science of illuminated manuscripts / edited by Stella Panayotova ; with the assistance of Deirdre Jackson & Paola Ricciardi.

UHI CL 7 Tho
Thomas, Steve.

UTT 9F McM
McMahon, Laura.
Cinema and contact : the withdrawal of touch in Nancy, Bresson, Duras and Denis / by Laura McMahon.

UTT 9Y JSZ Sto
Stokes, Melvyn,
American history through Hollywood film : from the Revolution to the 1960s / Melvyn Stokes.

VWL EP Hor
Cambridge companion to the symphony / edited by Julian Horton.

WAJ KOJ Sla
Slabakova, Roumyana,
Second language acquisition / Roumyana Slabakova.
YDN BBJ Hea
Heale, Elizabeth, 1946-
Wyatt, Surrey and early Tudor poetry / Elizabeth Heale.

YEA BJ For
Age of Shakespeare / edited by Boris Ford.

YED A Hoe
Cambridge companion to Shakespeare and contemporary dramatists / edited by Ton Hoenselaars.

YEZ DAN ZHY
Daniel, Samuel, 1562-1619.
Hymen's triumph / by Samuel Daniel ; [edition prepared by John Pitcher and checked by H.R. Woudhuysen].

YEZ MAR A Che
Cambridge companion to Christopher Marlowe / edited by Patrick Cheney, Pennsylvania State University.

YEZ RAL Y
Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618.
Selected writings / Sir Walter Ralegh ; edited by Gerald Hammond.

YEZ SID ZSI
Sidney, Philip, 1554-1586.
Sidney Psalter : the psalms of Sir Philip and Mary Sidney / edited with an introduction and notes by Hannibal Hamlin ...
[et al.].

YEZ SIDM ZSI
Pembroke, Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of, 1561-1621.
Sidney Psalms / Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke and Sir Philip Sidney ; selected and edited by R.E. Pritchard.

YF A Gra

YGB ABJ For
From Donne to Marvell / edited by Boris Ford.
Rev. ed.

YGB BBJ Cor
Milton, John, 1608-1674.
Prose: major writings on liberty, politics, religion, and education / John Milton; edited by David Loewenstein; general series editor Barbara K. Lewalski.

Vaughan, Henry, 1621-1695.
Complete poems / Henry Vaughan; edited by Alan Rudrum.

Webster, John, 1580?-1625?

Cambridge companion to English literature, 1650-1740 / edited by Steven N. Zwicker.

Bunyan, John, 1628-1688.
Pilgrim's progress / John Bunyan; edited with an introduction and notes by W.R. Owens.
New ed.


Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754.
History of the adventures of Joseph Andrews and of his friend Mr. Abraham Adams; and, An apology for the life of Mrs. Shamela Andrews / Henry Fielding; edited by Douglas Brooks-Davies; revised with a new introduction by Thomas Keymer.

Cambridge companion to Byron / edited by Drummond Bone.

Cambridge companion to Shelley / edited by Timothy Morton.

Wordsworth, William, 1770-1850.
Prelude: the four texts (1798, 1799, 1805, 1850) / William Wordsworth; edited by Jonathan Wordsworth.

Cambridge companion to Victorian women's writing / edited by Linda H. Peterson (Yale University).
YNT UGR ZTO
Grossman, David.
To the end of the land / David Grossman ; translated from the Hebrew by Jessica Cohen.
ISBN:  9780099546740

YNT UKH ZGA
Khūrī, Ilyās.
Gate of the sun / Elias Khoury ; translated from the Arabic by Humphrey Davies.
ISBN:  9780099461593